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In this article – Every day the media brings us more stories about co-living, co-working, co-sharing
and other elements of the “we” economy. What, then, is “co-investing?” Does it have something to do with
a new tech start-up launched by Millennials? Not really.
Co-investing has been part of the real estate private equity landscape for several decades, but has
recently attracted increased attention from institutional investors. Find out more about this trend in
institutional investment and how you can integrate it into your strategic plan.
. Click here to read the full article.

Two Key Types of Co-Investment
As institutions consider their options for real estate investing going forward, many are adding co-investments to
the traditional candidate list of funds, separate accounts, and joint ventures. Like any other strategy, coinvestments have some unique characteristics as well as pros and cons that need to be weighed. It is also
helpful to know that the industry uses the term “co-investment” in two distinct ways:
Definition #1: Investment opportunities created by concentration limitations or other fund restrictions. These are
also known as “sidecar” investments. In this context, there are opportunities for investors to contribute capital
alongside the “host” fund involving a specific asset or portfolio. Pros and cons for investors and sponsors are
summarized in the following matrix:
Pros


Creates opportunity to “cherry
pick” by reviewing individual
deals and opting in to those
that best fit individual investor
criteria.

Cons
 Requires thorough and timely due diligence on individual
properties or portfolios, which may strain investor
resources.


If investor’s existing portfolio is primarily fund-oriented, coinvesting may add “lumpiness” by introducing concentrated
exposures to individual properties.



The sponsor may encounter conflicts of interest while
managing both the “host” fund’s interest and the coinvestors’ interest in the same property or portfolio. (For
example, differing fees, prefs, and promotes between the
two could motivate the sponsor to act differently.)



Spreading investments across more vehicles increases upfront documentation and ongoing administrative and
reporting burdens.

Investor



Sponsor

Investor may be able to
achieve better economics
(lower fees, better waterfall)
than those offered to fund
investors.
Provides a way to invest in
assets that would otherwise be
prohibited
due
to
concentration limitations or
other fund restrictions.

